Editorial Office,
World Journal of Clinical Cases
20 December 2020

Dear Prof. Ma,
Thank you very much for your decision letter and advice on our manuscript (Manuscript：60463) entitled
“Early reoccurrence of traumatic posterior atlantoaxial dislocation without fracture: A case report and
literature review”. We also thank the reviewer and the Editorial Office for the constructive and positive
comments and suggestions. Accordingly, we have revised the manuscript. All amendments are
highlighted in red in the revised manuscript. In addition, point-by-point responses to the comments are
listed below this letter.
This revised manuscript has been edited and proofread by Medjaden Bioscience Limited.

We hope that the revision is acceptable for the publication in your journal.

Look forward to hearing from you soon.
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Jun Fang
Corresponding author
E-mail: gkljml@163.com

First of all, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to the reviewer and the Editorial Office for
their constructive and positive comments.
Reply to Reviewer #1
Specific Comments
1. It is a good article. It was educational and instructive but it is too long. The discussion part can be
shortened.
Response: Thank you for your insightful suggestion. Several sentences have been deleted in the
Discussion of the revised manuscript to address this issue (Page 6, Lines 27-29; Page 7, Lines 1-29;
Page 8, Lines 1-29; Page 9, Lines 1-20).
Replies to Editorial Office
1. A total of 25 references are cited, no reference published in the last 3 years. There are no
self-citations.
Response: Thanks for your thoughtful suggestion. Three references published in the last 3 years have
been cited (Page 10, Lines 12-17; Page 12, Lines 7-9). One reference published in the journal《World J
Clin Cases》 has been cited (Page 12, Lines 19-21).

2. The authors need to provide the signed Conflict-of-Interest Disclosure Form and Copyright License
Agreement.
Response: The two documents have been completed and uploaded to the file destination of
“Conflict-of-Interest Disclosure Form” and “Copyright License Agreement”.

3. I found the authors did not provide the original figures. Please provide the original figure documents.
Please prepare and arrange the figures using PowerPoint to ensure that all graphs or arrows or text
portions can be reprocessed by the editor.
Response: The original figure documents have been organized into a single PowerPoint file
“60463-Figures.ppt” and the figures have been uploaded to the file destination of “Image File”.

